
Using R for Statistical Data Analysis and Graphics Fall 2009

Exercise Series 4

1. Getting to know Data: Iris blossoms
The data set iris contains measurements of the length and the width (in cm) of petals and
sepals of three iris species: 1: Setosa, 2: Versicolor and 3: Virginica.
(Source: R. A. Fisher, The Use of Multiple Measurements in Taxonomic Problems, Annals
of Eugenics, Vol. 7, Part II, 1936, pp. 179-188.)

a) This data set iris is already part of the standard R installation. Consider the object
iris. Which class of R-objects does it belong to? How is it structured? How many
observations (lines) does it contain? How many variables (rows)?
Hint: class(), nrow(), ncol(), dim(), str()

b) To get an overview of the range of values, look at the summary() of the data set. Which
information on the data set does it provide?

c) For the variable Sepal.Length check the results above by using the R-functions min(),
max(), mean(), median(), quantile(). If necessary, make use of the help functions
?quantile etc.

2. Missing Values

Statistics needs data. Unfortunately, data often cannot be collected fully. Therefore many
data sets contain “gaps”, non-existing measurements, so-called NAs (not available). In this
exercise you will get to know how R deals with NAs.

a) Assume that we were unable to take the second observation of Petal.Length and
Petal.Width, and for the fifth observation, the data for Sepal.Length, Sepal.Width
and Petal.Width are missing. Replace these five fields by NA.
Hint: First make a copy of the iris data set by d.iris <- iris. Then replace the
values by NAs using e.g. d.iris[2, 3:4] <- NA

b) Consider the first eight observations of the modified data set, to observe how the NAs are
displayed by R. The commands class(), nrow(),ncol(), dim(), str() also work
for the data set with missing values. What changes in the summary()?

c) Try to confirm the given values for the variable Sepal.Length using min(), max(),
mean(), median(), quantile(). Is there a difference?

d) There are functions that cannot handle NAs (Result ’NA’ or ’Error: missing observations’).
There is a trick to make them calculate the correct results: simple functions such as
min(), max(), mean(), median(), quantile(), range() etc. can take an argument
na.rm. When you set its value to TRUE, the NAs will not be considered in the calculation.
Try to confirm the values provided by summary() again, using this new argument.

e) Why should missing values always be coded by NA, and not for instance filled with a
zero? Explain for the case of the mean() function.

f) Experiment with missing values in the statistical functions var(), sd(), cor(). Can
you explain the behaviour of R?
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g) Select only those observations which have missing values in either Sepal.Length or in

Petal.Length.
Hint: is.na()

h) The function na.omit() eliminates all observations from the data frame for which
any(!) variable contains NAs. Save the result of na.omit(d.iris). How many ob-
servations remain? How many remain using na.omit(d.iris[ ,1:3])?

Note:

Higher-level functions such as t.test() or wilcox.test() have an argument na.action, with which
the reaction to NAs can be determined. na.action=na.omit first deletes all lines (observations) with
NAs before anything is calculated.

3. Simulation in R

a) Simulate 2000 realizations of a random variable Z = X1/X2, where X1 ∼ N (0, 1) and
X2 ∼ U(1, 11). Draw a histogram of Z.

b) Compare the density of Z (histogram with the argument freq=FALSE) to the density of
X1 by plotting the two histograms side by side. Use xlim=c( , ) and ylim=c( , ) to
match the axis limits of the two histograms. Name the plots.

4. Histograms and Density of the Normal-Distribution

In this exercise histograms of different distributions will be compared visually.

a) Generate 100 observations from the following distribution

X = 5 + 2 Z , Z ∼ N (0, 1)

Display the data in a histogram with ca 15 classes and calculate the mean and the stan-
dard deviation of the random sample.

Hint: Use the option freq=FALSE in the histogram function.

(i) In this designed example, you know the exact theoretical values for the mean and
the standard deviation. Overlay the histogram with a continuous (”perfect”) normal
distribution using these exact values for mean and the standard deviation.

Hints: Suitable base points (on the x-axis) for the continuous normal distribution
can be determined in the following way: The range (min- and max values) of the
plotting window can be queried using par(’usr’)[1:2]. Use these corner points
and create a vector of length 100 with equally spaced values. Use this vector and
dnorm(...) to overlay the the continuous normal distribution with the command
lines(x,y,...).

(ii) Usually the “true” distribution underlying the sample is not known, and the param-
eters (such as mean and standard deviation) have to be estimated from the data.
Overlay now another normal distribution, but this time using the estimated param-
eters.
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b) It is often the case that one has to deal with long-tailed distributions (i.e. extremes are

more likely than under a normal distribution). Such a long-tailed distribution can be
simulated for instance using a t-distribution with few degrees of freedom.
Repeat the steps from a) for samples drawn from the t-distribution with 5 degrees of
freedom, Z ∼ t5. Use the t-distribution as theoretical distribution in (i) , and the
estimated normal distribution with estimated mean and standard deviation. Interpret
your results.

In addition use the median and the “Median Absolute Deviation” mad() instead of the
mean and the standard deviation, to estimate the parameters of the normal distribution.
Which curve fits the data better?
Hint: The “Median Absolute Deviation” mad() is defined as

mad = 1.4826 ∗median(|x−median(x)|)


